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Abstracts 
 
In constructing agricultural information system, quality and efficiency of market information 
release of farm products directly influence capability of macro-regulation and economic 
decision of super administrative department. Exact and timely information release is very 
important for exerting information role in conducting production and marketing, and serving 
hundreds of millions of Chinese farmers. In new position, Chinese farm products will face 
severe competitions from international farm products market. It is needed that we change 
traditional information release manner of farm products, initiate a set of our market release 
system about farm products through experiences from developed countries, in order to impel 
agricultural development, new rural construction and farmer income increasing.  

At present, China is establishing a system of farm products information release step by 
step, collation, analysis and release of information stride forward to system and 
standardization. Since 2003, Ministry of Agriculture of the people’s republic of China has 
been posing information release window including “one net, one broadcasting, one newspaper, 
one publication, one school”. A majority of provinces in China set about perfecting 
regulations and rules about information release, regulate information release content, and 
establish fixed information release window cooperating with TV, broadcasting and so on. 
Comparing with developed countries such as USA, the information release level of our 
country is lag behind, mainly including in few release channel, narrow overcast, and lower 
release speed. Therefore, we must try our best to establish the release mechanism of our 
country as quickly as possible. 
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1. The important of market information release of farm products 
 
As basic products, price fluctuation and market operation of farm products will relate to not 
only healthful development of whole national economy, but also profits of producers and 
consumers themselves. Therefore, further strengthening market information release of farm 
products, and providing more and best information services for social public are not only 
urgent to promote agricultural production development and increase farmer earnings, but also 
more important to induct healthful operation, stabilize price of farm products, stimulate farm 
products circulation, and guarantee balance of farm products supply and demand. 
 
1.1 To help to improve the capability of governmental decision-making 
 
In new position, facing economic globalization, main body multiplication and 
decision-making decentralization, these factors affecting economic operation are becoming 
more complicated, and the difficulties of managing agricultural and rural economic operation 
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for government are getting greater. At present, China lags behind developed countries in the 
authenticity, veracity, timely and all-sidedness of market information release of farm products. 
In strengthening construction of agricultural information system, timely tracking and 
releasing dynamic circs about production, demand, repertory, price and trade of some 
important farm products, on the one hand, can provide fast and exact decision-making 
information for government adjusting policy measure, on the other hand, can mobilize 
enthusiasm of hundreds of millions of Chinese farmers in planting grains.  
 
1.2 To help to advance international competition of farm products 
 
Entering WTO, farm products market of China is open to all over the world step by step. Due 
to be affected by non-market economy management model, and lack information of global 
market, farm products of China have to face flinty market risk in the fierce international 
competition. In order to provide basis for government decision-making, information release 
system of farm products fitted in with international trade system should be established rapidly. 
Corresponding preventive measures and detailed farm products information could induce 
producer and operator to take measures to elude risk and to reduce loss. 
 
1.3 To help to promote regulation of agriculture structure and increase of farmer earnings 
 
To quicken the regulation of agricultural structure and the increase of farmer earnings are 
confirmed as one of the most important tasks in national economy and social development, 
and also are the top priority in agricultural work. Impelling the process of information release, 
and dredging the channel of information dissemination can raise farmers and enterprises’ 
capacity of obtaining and applying information. Guided by market to optimize production 
structure can avoid blindness and homogeneity, further to improve economic benefits, and 
facilitate increase of farmer earnings.  
 
1.4 To help to improve farmers’ quality of and push social advancement 
 
Agriculture information has guided farmers to change management style and lifestyle. For 
example, new farmers in Italy has been using computers to manage milk, cheese and wine 
which have been full of praise by Europe and places around the world. Now, farmers in Italy 
are concerned with computer training, surfing on the internet and creating mail box. In China, 
there are more and more farmers to do like this. Farmers in many districts invest in computer 
one after another, organize to plant and exchange according to internet information. In a word, 
farmers are becoming internet farmers of new economic times. So obtaining all kinds of 
information about markets, technologies, policies and so on may make farmers understand 
market demands, enhance their market concept to relax small production and big market 
contradiction. According to “agricultural information demand” investigation result which 
students of Chinese Agricultural University returning to their hometown to do in 2006, the 
farmers who want to know market information accounted for the highest proportion of 54 
percent.  
 
2. Status and questions of market information release of farm products 
 
At present, China is establishing a system of farm products information release step by step, 
collation, analysis and release of information stride forward to system and standardization. 
Since 2003, Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China has been posing 
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information release window including “One Net, One Broadcasting, One Newspaper, One 
Publication, One School”. One Net refers to Chinese Agriculture Information Net, One 
Broadcasting refers to China Agriculture Film & Television Center, One Newspaper refers to 
Farmers’ Daily, One Publication refers to Chinese Society for Rural Magazine, and One 
School refers to Central Agriculture Broadcasting and Television School. A majority of 
provinces in China set about perfecting regulations and rules about information release, 
regulating information release content, and establishing fixed information release window 
which cooperates with news media such as TV, broadcasting and so on. Ministry of 
Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China has appointed Department of Market and 
Information as an administration organization with responsibility for information release of 
farm products. According to the data of above 2,000 wholesale markets reported, each 
department releases information after collation and analysis. Release schedule are strictly 
regulated in terms of “Release Calendar of Economic Information of Ministry of Agriculture 
in 2008”, and information of market forecasts and estimates for main farm products are 
released on a monthly substituted for a quarterly. Some issues not listed in calendar, but 
widely concerned by social public, including quality safety, animal epidemic, plant diseases 
and insect pests and agriculture disaster may release irregularly based on actual needs. 

Generally speaking, China has come into being agricultural information release system, 
which is mainly dependent on agricultural departments, and subsidiary on other departments 
related to agriculture and social force. But comparing with developed countries such as USA, 
the information release level of China is lag behind, mainly including in few release channels, 
narrow overcast, and lower release speed and so on. In detail, key questions about information 
release in China are as follows: 
 
2.1 Intersected information management department, lacking shared mechanism of 
information resource 
 
Existing information related to agriculture is managed by different departments, for example, 
price information of farm products is respectively managed by agricultural department, price 
department and statistic department. Due to lacking a harmonious information management 
organization, information of each department is difficult to be shared. In addition, collection 
method and standard of each department is various, and information is easy to be 
intersectional and repetitious. This makes not only users discommodious in searching for 
information, but also resource utilization and investment are very lower. All in all the crucial 
point is that this status could lower authoritative and instructional functions of information. 
 
2.2 Distempered information release system, lagging legislation of information release 
 
About agricultural information release, although country and provincial-level set down some 
systems and criterions, which are very distempered, especially lagging information release 
standard and legislation will affect accuracy and time-effective of information release. From 
actual operation of release, some district agricultural information markets are so confused that 
false information is hard to be restricted, so it causes severe damage to agricultural 
development and farmer. Therefore, it is an urgent problem needed to be solved that how to 
use developed countries’ experience for reference to constitute strict information collection 
and release systems of farm products at present. 
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2.3 Incompatible between market information supply and demand, dissatisfied information 
quantity and content 
 
Based on information demand, the people who need information most are farmers who mainly 
rely on production mode of family management. The information usually includes market 
supply and demand, prices of farm products and the means of agricultural production, new 
technologies and new varieties and so on. Based on information supply, most of information 
resources keep in governmental agriculture departments, news departments and scientific 
research departments. In addition, a great deal of information is belonging to different 
departments and being on relatively closing status. Based on information service, government 
departments are accustomed to provide information service to superior, not to farmers. 
Current market information can hardly meet the farmers’ needs. 
 
2.4 Fewer release channels of information, lower transmission speed of information 
 
At present, although popularization level of rural television and telephone are improving year 
by year, useful function is relatively singular, and integrated utilization extent is not adequate 
enough. Broadcasting, wall newspaper and periodical are still main release channels of 
information of rural now. Only a limited number of places begin to use networks or connect 
internet with traditional medium to transmit information. On the whole, a majority of rural 
country is quietly strange to internet, and not enough to utilization of traditional information 
release channel. To a great degree, this affects impact of information release. 
 
3. Using foreign experience for reference to perfect our release work of agricultural 
information 
 
In the course of service system of world agricultural information, some countries such as 
USA, Germany, France, Australia and Japan and so on have arrived internationally advanced 
level already. Although a late starter, some developing countries such as India and Korea have 
been developing rapidly in recent years. Based on actual condition, these countries adjust 
measures to local conditions to develop system construction of market information, so there 
are many experiences to use for reference. 
 
3.1 To exert leading function of government, strengthen system construction of information 
share 
 
In order to adjust and control market and economy, government holds large numbers of 
information. In other words, government department is the biggest information investor, 
producer and user by itself, so government should exert leading function. In order to realize 
wide compatibility and share of public data related to agriculture, it is necessary to quicken 
system reform of agricultural administration management, to integrate technology means, 
information resource and people concerned in different departments. 
 
3.2 To enhance system construction and legislation of information release 
 
At present, Department of Agriculture is establishing and improving job responsibility system 
of information release, prescribing program of information release and broadening channels 
of information release. It indicates that agricultural information release of China is on the 
right track. So China should quicken steps of legislation of information release, lessen 
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administration interference of information release, and ensure its authority and effectiveness. 
At the same time, it is necessary to enhance legislation supervision and to chastise some 
information institutions and persons which release false information to harm farmer benefit at 
random.  
 
3.3 To increase investment in agricultural information release 
 
In the aspect of agricultural allowance, support, and financial transfer payment, The US 
government does not provide direct production subsidy, but benefit agriculture and farmer by 
means of supporting agricultural information. Proportion of investment in agricultural 
information from the US government is relatively high, its annual budget in agricultural 
information accounts for 1/10 of the agricultural administrative funds. 
 
3.4 To explore effective information release manner, and enhance multi-channel 
integration utilization 
 
In order to do well in construction and utilization of modern information transmit 
establishment, we should exert internet characteristics with broad knowledge scope, large 
information contents, high transmission speed, and with unlimited time, place and quantity. 
Mutual advantage compensation will be realized better by combining traditional means with 
modern mass media such as internet, broadcast, television, newspapers, periodicals, mobile 
telephone and so on. Apart from, we still continue exploring new means of information 
release to enhance comprehensive utilization of all kinds of means. 
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